Federal Business Intelligence:
Top 10 Reasons to use Jaspersoft in Government

1. **Improve information responsiveness with Self-Service BI**: Jaspersoft’s self-service tools let non-technical users securely access and build their own reports and dashboards based on their credentials, without hand holding from an IT or expert resource.

2. **Meet every BI requirement**: Our products span the continuum of core BI requirements, including reporting and analysis, dashboards and mash-ups, data analysis, and data integration.


4. **Achieve real-time analytics with Big Data**: Our BI platform is the only environment that can natively access Big Data/NoSQL engines for Hadoop, MongoDB, Cassandra, and many more. This native access delivers fast, low latent query response for real-time analytics.

5. **A Leader in Cloud architecture**: Over 4 years ago, Jaspersoft was the first BI vendor to build-in multi-tenancy on a single platform for delivery on-premises, virtualized, or for SaaS and Cloud deployments.

6. **Increase transparency in government**: Agencies can offer easier information access and enable greater visibility even in an era of tightened budgets, thanks to Jaspersoft’s low-cost, open source delivery model.

7. **Solve complex problems**: Cross-agency sharing, complex security problems and deep analyses require sophisticated reporting and analytics that don’t sacrifice performance. Jaspersoft technologies meet these needs with industry-leading reporting, dashboarding, ad hoc query and analytics.

8. **Deploy broadly while keeping costs low**: A large user community doesn’t mean expensive licensing fees. Jaspersoft’s server-based pricing and affordable subscriptions allow agencies to roll out BI to everyone for up to 80% less than traditional BI tools.

9. **Deploy with confidence**: Our open source business intelligence is the world’s most widely used BI software, with more than 15 million product downloads worldwide and more than 175,000 production deployments in 100 countries.

10. **Open web standards for rapid integration**: Jaspersoft is a 100% web standard platform, designed for the latest web technologies such as REST, HTML, and CSS, allowing seamless integration with other software applications.

We are a recognized industry leader and a winner of many awards including the European IT Excellence Awards 2012, the 2010 CODIE Award for Best Cloud Infrastructure, and the Duke’s Choice Award for Excellence in Java Software Development.